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The present Account is intended as an introduction 
to the quantitative features of the radical-pair model 
for C1DNP.l-5 Special emphasis is placed on identi- 
fying the physical parameters needed to describe 
CIDNP phenomena observed under ordinary high- 
resolution nmr conditions and stating assumptions 
needed at present to make solution of the associated 
physical problems tractable. The subject matter thus 
covered lies a t  an intriguing intersection of the physics 
of magnetic resonance and the chemistry of organic 
free radicals. Although present and future develop- 
ments in this field depend upon the use of concepts, 
methods, and experimental data from both disciplines, 
this presentation is aimed primarily a t  the group which 
has so far provided most of the experimental examples 
of CIDNP : organic chemists. Mathematical deriva- 
tions, insofar as they presently exist, may be found 
else~here.~-5 

We begin in section I by discussing briefly the factors 
which influence nmr line intensities and stating the 
basic assumptions underlying the radical-pair model. 
The problem is reduced largely to one of chemical lii- 
netics. In  section I1 we point out the critical steps in 
two schemes for generation and reaction of free-radical 
pairs and derive approximate expressions for the relative 
yields of products with different nuclear spin states. 
I n  section I11 we discuss the role of nuclear-spin-induced 
singlet-triplet mixing in determining reaction effi- 
ciencies of radical pairs and show how the initial elec- 
tron spin multiplicity of a pair influences its reactivity. 
Section IV treats quantitatively one application of the 
model. Section V presents some general rules for pre- 
dicting the effects of CIDNP on first-order nmr spectra. 
Finally, in section VI extension of the model to other 
types of phenomena is mentioned briefly. 

I. Nmr Intensities and the Radical-Pair Model 
In  a slow-passage, high-resolution nmr experiment 

the intensity, Inm(Ho),  of a transition between nuclear 
states n and m at  magnetic field position H o  is given by6 

I n m ( H 0 )  = C/(n/IzIm>i2s,(Ho)(Nn - N”) (1) 
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where C is an instrumental parameter assumed to be 
the same for all transitions, l(nlIzlm)12 is a transition 
probability connecting n and m by means of the x com- 
ponent of the nuclear spin angular momentum, I ,  gPlm(Ho) 
is a shape function which is often nearly the same for 
all lines, and N ” ,  N” are the populations of the two 
states. If i t  is possible to take account of the first 
three factors, e.g., by assuming they are the same for all 
lines or by measurement or calculation, we see that an 
nmr spectrometer becomes simply a device for mea- 
suring the relative concentrations of two molecular 
species, n and m, which differ in the magnitude of their 
nuclear spin angular momenta. 

It sometimes proves convenient to express the popu- 
lation differences in terms of the polari~ation,~ p,, (eq 
2). For two levels which differ only in one unit of 

P,m = (N”  - N ” ) / ( N ”  + N”) ( 2 )  

angular momentum in a sample of protons at 25” in a 
60-R/IHz spectrometer the “thermal polarization” at  
equilibrium, PnmO, is 5 X This serves to define 
the enhancement factor, Ti,,, for the transition. 

1 vnm = - - 
P n m  

PnmO 
(3) 

The original explanation8n9 of CIDNP assumed that 
the “concentrations” of the nuclear spin species were 
driven away from equilibrium by selective exchange of 
energy with the surroundings via simultaneous relaxa- 
tion of electron and nuclear spins. For a variety of 

(1) H. R. Ward, Accounts Chem. Res., 5,18 (1972). 
(2) (a) G. L. Closs, J. Amer. Chem. SOC., 91,4552 (1969); (b) G. L. 

Closs and A. D. Trifunac, ibid. ,  92,2184 (1970). 
(3) R. Kaptein and L. J. Oosterhoff, Chem. Phys. Lett., 4, 105, 214 

(1969). 
(4) (a) H. Fischer, 2. Naturforsch. A ,  25, 1957 (1970); (b) H. 

Fischer, Chem. Phys. Lett., 4, 611 (1970). 
(5) R. G. Lawler, to be published. 
(6) J. A.  Pople, W. G. Schneider, and H. J. Bernstein, “High 

Resolution Nuclear Magnetic Resonance,” McGraw-Hill, New York, 
N. Y., 1959, Chapters 3, 6. 

(7) The term “polarization” has traditionally been used by 
physicists to describe the fractional difference between the total 
number of “spin up” and “spin down” nuclei in a sample ( C .  D. 
Jeffries, “Dynamic Nuclear Orientation,” Wiley-Interscience, New 
York, N. Y., 1963, Chapter 1). We restrict it  here, however, to the 
relative populations of two levels. Some types of CIDNP, such as 
the “multiplet effect,” do not represent “nuclear polarization” in 
the broader sense because the total number of spin up and spin down 
nuclei in the sample is the same as it would be in a sample at  thermal 
equilibrium, even though the population differences between pairs of 
levels may exceed the equilibrium value by several orders of magni- 
tude. In  this sense the acronym CIDNP is a misnomer and has 
been retained only as a convenient, and by now widely accepted, label 
for the phenomenon. 

(8) R. G. Lawler, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 89, 5519 (1967). 
(9) (a) J. Bargon and H. Fischer, 2. Naturforsch. A ,  22, 1556 

(1967); (b) H. Fischer and J. Bargon, Accounts Chem. Res., 2, 110 
(1969). 
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this cross-relaxation or Overhauser effect 
model has now been abandoned. 

When one reflects that  all examples of CIDNP to 
date have occurred in niolecules which could be con- 
strued to be the products of chemical reactions, a con- 
ceptually very simple alternative explanation for the 
observed enhancements comes to mind: such effects 
will arise if the yield of product is greater for some spin 
states of the nuclei than for others; that is, if the rate 
of formation of product depends o n  the nuclear s p i n  states 
of the molecules undergoing reaction. 

The electrostatic interaction of electrons with nuclear 
charges and with each other is primarily responsible for 
determining reaction rate constants. Thus, a suitable 
mechanism for such nuclear spin selective ieactions 
must be one in which, at a critical step in the reaction 
pathway, the nuclear magnetic moments can exert a 
force on the electrons xhich is comparable in magnitude 
to the electrostatic forces determining chemical re- 
activity. The starting point for the radical-pair 
model, first published by Closs2 and Kaptein and 
Oosterhoff, is the supposition that these conditions are 
satisfied during the very weak interaction of unpaired 
electrons during free-radical encounters a t  the distances 
characterizing radical-pair separation in a solvent cage. 
Control of chemical reactivity is then exercised through 
the ability of nuclear spins to induce the mixing of sin- 
glet and triplet electronic states of the radical pair. 

11. Kinetic Formulation 

Delaying for the moment a more detailed discussion 
of how singlet-triplet mixing may arise and how it in- 
fluences reactivity, we will first explore the consequences 
of hypothesizing a nuclear-spin-dependent reaction 
efficiency for radical pairs. In effect, what we will do 
is describe the life history of a molecular fragment, 
HRl", containing one or more nuclei in combined state 
n, as it moves from a reactant molecule, R", through a 
radical pair, P", to give alternatively a cage combination 
product, C", or a free radical, F", which ultimately re- 
acts with a scavenger to give a "cage escape" or scav- 
enging product, S". 

Two alternative pathways for reaction of HRl" via 
radical pairs are outlined in Figure 1, and a specific 
example of each is shown. In  Scheme A HRl" resides 
initially in an initiator molecule which forms a gemi- 
nate radical pair as the first step in the sequence. In  
Scheme B the reactant containing the fragment reacts 
initially in a chain transfer step with another radical 
(or possibly by diffusion anay from a radical pair) and 
forms a radical pair only after a di fus ive  encounter with 
another radical. The rate constants responsible for the 
kinetic behavior of the systems are shown for each 
step. The products whose nmr spectra would actually 
be observed are shown in boxes. Thermal relaxation 
steps which try to restore normal populations in both 
the free radicals and in products are shown with wavy 
lines and proceed with rate constants (TI")  -I. 

Note that the only nuclear spin dependence is as- 
sumed to lie in the efficiencies, +cn" and +prism, of form- 
ing a cage combination product or free radical, resprc- 
tively, from a radical pair. That is, the life history of a 
radical pair initially in the nuclear spin state n is de- 
scribed here in terms of the probabilities & " b m  and 
+pnlm that it  will eventually form either a combination 
product or a free radical in spin state m. If the nuclear 
spin state does not change during an encounter, which 
is the case in high  field^,^-^ then n and m are the same 
and the molecules taking part in the reaction may be 
characterized by an unchanging label consisting of a 
set of nuclear spin quantum numbers. 

As complicated as these schemes may appear at first 
glance, they show the minimum number of elementary 
steps which must be included to account for rnhance- 
ment in both combination and scavenging products. 
Since free-radical reactions tend to be notoriously com- 
plex, almost any real system will have several of thcse 
schemes opcrating simultaneously. For examplc, in a 
reaction. of an initiator carried out without the possi- 
bility of chain transfer (scavenging) steps, e.g., examplc 
A without I?, the combination product, C, would be 
formed by Schemes A and B simultaneously. Likewise, 
if example A had employed an ethyl group rather than 
methyl, two combination products, the coupling product 
and ethylene, a disproportionation product, would be 
obtained. Example B also shows that in favorable cases 
(some of which have been observed,'O in contrast to the, 
so far, hypothetical example shown here) a scavenging 
product may be the same as the reactant and give rise 
to enhancement in R ! Real systems will also generally 
deviate from the idealized pseudo-first-order kinetics 
implied here. In  fact, many of the reactions exhibiting 
CIDNP have been run under nonisothermal conditions, 
have complex orders in reactants, or are heterogcneous. 
Furthermore, in multiple spin systems the assumption of 
exponential thermal relaxation describable by a single 
T1 is not even va1id.l' For these reasons quantitative 
descriptions of real reactions are likely to be much more 
difficult than the idealized treatment presented below 
would seem to indicate. 

The kinetic equations for geminate and diffusive 
modes of radical-pair reaction have been solved5 for 
nuclear-spin-state populations under steady-state condi- 
tions in the high-field limit where nuclear spins do not 
flip during a radical encounter (Le, ,  is zero unless 
n = m). If we further assume that the populations, 
R, of levels in the reactant are the same (which ignores 
thermal polarization in the reactant), we obtain the 
following expressions for the population differences 
between two levels in combination and scavenging 
products. 

(10) (a) H. R. Ward, R. G. Lawler, and R. A. Cooper, J .  Amer. 
Chem. SOC., 91, 746 (1969); (b) H. R. Ward, R. G. Lawler, and R. A. 
Cooper, Tetrahedron Lett., 527 (1969); (0 )  A.  R. Lepley and R. L. 
Landau, J .  Amer. Chem. SOC., 91, 748 (1969). 

(11) R. Freeman, S. Wittekoek, and R. R. Ernst, J .  Chem. Phus., 
5 2 ,  1529 (1970). 
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ExamDle A :  

Scheme B :  

Figure 1. Pathways by which a proton-containing fragment, HR1, may undergo geminate (Scheme A) or diffusive (Scheme B) 
encounters with another radical and give rise to selective jormation of coupling (HRi-Rt) and scavenging (€IRl-S) products 
according to the nuclear spin state of the fragment. Symbols are explained in the Lext (section 11). 

Geminate encounter (Scheme A) 

(C" - cm) = (CO" - corn) + 

(8" - S") = (So" - Sam) - 
( k R / T l C - ' )  ($CnVm - 4 P m ) R  (4%) 

(kR/TlS-')  [kS/ (kS + T1F-I) ]($C"'" - 4c"~")R (4b) 
Diffusive encounter (Scheme B) 

(C" - Cm) = (CO" - CO") + 

(8" - S m )  = (8," - So") - 
(kR/TlC-') [kd/(kS + kd($C)) ]($C"'" - $C"")R (sa) 

(kR/TlS-') [ k d / ( k S  + k c l ( 4 C ) )  1 [kS/(kS + 
kd($C) -!- TIF- ' ) ] ($C" '"  - 4c"")R (5b) 

Here we have introduced ($c) as the observable cage 
effect for a terminal combination step and have also 
assumed that the effects of nuclear spins on $C are small. 

Within the framework of this purely kinetic model 
and the hypothesis of nuclear spin dependent rate con- 
stants we may make the following observations. 

The relative enhancements of nmr transitions 
within a single product are determined only by the 
combination efficiencies, $c",", and spin-lattice relaxa- 
tion times. 

Fragments in combination and scavenging prod- 

(1) 

(2) 

ucts give spectra with oppositely signed enhancement 
factors. That is, if a given transition is emission in a 
combination product, it will be enhanced absorption in 
thesame fragment ina scavenging product, and viceversa. 

(3) The relative magnitudes of enhancement in 
scavenging and combination products should depcnd on 
scavenger concentration because the competition be- 
tweenTlF-land ksaffects S but not C. This has,in fact, 
recently been employed as a means of determining ratios 
of scavenging and nuclear spin relaxation rate constants 
in free radicals.I2 Enhancement generated in diffusive 
encounters, however, will be affected in both combina- 
tion and scavenging products by scavenging processes. 

If enhancements are large enough that thermal 
polarization makes a negligible contribution to the 
spectrum, the relative intensities of lines from S and C 
products are independent of the yields of the two lrin'ds 
of product. This is demonstrated dramatically in 
Figure 1 of the accompanying Account1 where equal and 
opposite intensities of lines from CH,I and CH&C13 
in example A are observed during the reaction in spite 
of the fact that approximately six times as much of thc 
former product is actually formed (Le. ,  ($c) = 0.15).13 

(4) 

(12) G. L. Closs and A.  D. Trifunac, J. Amer. Chem. SOC., 92,7229 
(1970). 

(13) P. Livant, unpublished results. 
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following: If we know the wave function for a radical 
pair a t  t = 0 when it was formed either by bond break- 
ing or a diffusive encounter, what is the wave function 
a t  some later time, t? In  particular, if we initially 
knew the probabilities of finding the pair in the singlet 
and triplet states with nuclear-spin-state n, what are the 
probabilities of finding the system in these (or other) 
states a t  a later time? This is the central problem in 
time-dependent quantum mechanics and requires solu- 
tion of the time-dependent Schrodinger equation 

I 

radius 
r- Mo I ecu lor 

Figure 2. Schematic representation of potential energy curves 
for the lowest singlet and triplet electronic states of a two-electron 
bond which dissociates to form two free radicals. 

111. Nuclear-Spin-Dependent Radical-Pair 
Reaction Efficiencies, C#JC 

Reactivities of Singlet and Triplet States. A basic 
assumption underlying the concept of nuclear-spin- 
selective reactions is simply: radical puirs  in singlet 
electronic states react to f o r m  combination products more 
rapidly  than  pairs  in triplet states. The rationale for 
this hypothesis is illustrated in Figure 2 which shows 
schematically potential energy curves for the lowest 
singlet and triplet states of a two-electron chemical bond, 
e.g., H,, C-C bond in ethane, etc. It is seen that two 
fragments in a singlet state which are brought together 
attract each other to form a bond. A pair in a triplet 
state will, however, repel each other. This anticipated 
difference in reactivity between singlet and tiiplet 
radical pairs has been the subject of several investiga- 
t i o n ~ . ~ ~  One of the most successful was that of Fox and 
Hammond who noted a substantial lowering of the cage 
effect for recombination of cyanocyclohexyl radicals 
u hen they were generated by triplet photosensitized 
decomposition of a suitable precursor.l5 

Nuclear-Spin-Induced Singlet-Triplet Mixing. A 
second assumption of the radical-pair model is that 
nuclear hyperfine fields may cause a radical which 
initially mas in a pure singlet state to develop triplet 
character, and vice versa. A qualitative explanation 
of how this can come about is given in the accompanying 
Account.’ We present here a more quantitative treat- 
ment of this type of “intersystem crossing.”le 

The basic question which needs to be answered is the 

(14) P. S. Engel and P. D. Bartlett, J. Amer. Chem. Soc., 92, 5883 
(1970). 

(15) J. R. Fox and G. S. Hammond, ibid., 86,4031 (1964). 
(16) The physical concepts underlying the idea of nuclear spin 

selection via intersystem crossing seem to have been anticipated in a 
discussion of the formation of excited states during recombination 
of radiolysis intermediates [B. Brocklehurst, Nature (London), 221, 
921 (1969) 1. The possibility of observing effects of a magnetic field 
on the rate of electron exchange (H. Shimizu, J .  Chem. Phys., 42, 
3599 (1965); C. S. Johnson, Jr . ,  Mol. Phys., 12, 25 (1967)) and trip- 
let-triplet annihilation (R. E. Merrifield, J .  Chem. Phys., 48, 4318 
(1968)) processes has also been discussed. 

where $(S,t) is the wave function for the electron and 
nuclear spin coordinates, S ,  and x(S , t )  is the time- 
dependent spin Hamiltonian (in radians/second) of the 
system. 

It is customary to write x ( S , t )  as a sum of phcno- 
menological terms representing the coupling of electron 
and nuclear magnetic moments to each other and to 
external fields.” We thus may write the following 
spin HamiltonianZbv3 for a radical pair with two un- 
paired electrons, 1 and 2, and magnetic nuclei .Ir-ith 
spins I N ,  in a magnetic field, Ho 

X ( s , t )  = X E Z  + X K Z  + X E N  + XEE(t)  (7 )  
where 

X E Z  = electron Zeeman interaction = 

fi-lPHo(r/lS~~ + ~ z S Z ~ )  (Sa) 

X N Z  = nuclear Zeeman interaction = 

fi-’HoZ:Psg~ls” (8b) 

XEN = electron-nuclear hyperfine coupling = 

~ . ( A I K S ~ * I X  + A 2 ~ s 6 . 1 ~ )  ( 8 ~ )  

XEE(~) = electron-electron exchange coupling = 

- J ( Q  [‘/z + 2Si.fLI (Sd) 

We have ignored nuclear-nuclear couplings, which 
mould be small, have assumed all interactions to be iso- 
tropic, an unjustified but simplifying a s s ~ m p t i o n , ~  and 
have placed all of the time dependence in the electron 
exchange coupling.l* It is the latter interaction which 
is responsible for the difference in energy between sin- 
glet and triplet electronic states, the separation being 
2J;  J is the “exchange integral,” which is assumed to 
have a negative value. 

The magnitudes of the time-independent g factors 
and hyperfine splittings for isolated radicals are well 
known from conventional magnetic resonancc measurc- 
ments.lg The value of J as a function of intcrelectron 

(17) R. McWeeny, “Spins in Chemistry,” Academic Press, New 
York, Pi’. Y., 1970. 

(18) J. H. VanVleck, “The Theory of Electric and hIsgnetic Sus- 
ceptibilities,” Oxford Press, London, 1932, p 318. Note that this 
interaction appears as a scalar product of the type often encountered 
in angular momentum problems and interpreted as a magnetic inter- 
action. It is really of electrostatic origin, however, and results from 
the combined effects of electron repulsion and the Pauli exclusion 
principle. 

(19) For a comprehensive listing of these parameters covering the 
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3-5 
Combination -.-i 

T I M E  ( s e c o n d s )  

Figure 3. Schematic time dependence of the exchange inter- 
action, J ,  for a caged radical pair in solution. The  dotted line 
represents the approximation of sudden bond making arid break- 
ing and constant J employed in the quantitative treatment of the 
radical-pair model. 

distance, i.e., a quantitatively correct Figure 2, is, how- 
ever, known only for very simple molecules such as 
H2.20b21 Furthermore, its time variation depends on 
the details of motions of molecules in liquids which are 
poorly understood a t  present. However, a reasonable 
estimate of the time dependence of J is sketched in 
Figure 3 for a radical pair formed initially by rapid 
cleavage of one or more chemical bonds (geminate 
pair). After an initial rapid (10-13 sec) decrease in J 
as the fragments separate to a molecular diameter or 
more where J may be comparable to or smaller than 
the hyperfine couplings, the fragments are driven by 
Brownian motion back and forth with a time between 
diffusive displacements of ca. 10-11-10-12 sec.z2 J 
will vary randomly about some average value at  about 
this frequencyz3 until eventually the pair either reacts, 
i e . ,  J becomes extremely large again, or diffusively 
separates to  a distance where one or both partners are 

literature through March 1964 see H. Fischer, “Magnetic Properties 
of Free Radicals,” Landolt-Bornstein, New Series, Vol. 1, Springer- 
Verlag, New York, 1965. 

(20) J. E. Harriman, M. Twerdochlib, M. B. Milleur, and J. 0. 
Hirschfelder, Proc. Nat. Acad. Sei. U. S., 57, 1558 (1967); W. Kolos 
and L. Wolniewics, J .  Chem. Phys., 43, 2429 (1965); J. N. Murre11 
and J. J. C. Teixeira-Dias, Mol. Phys., 19, 521 (1970). 

(21) Esr measurements on stable biradicals [S. H. Glarum and 
J. H. Marshall, J .  Chem. Phys., 47, 1374 (1967); G. R. Luckhurst, 
Mol. Phys., 10, 543 (1966)l and on radical pairs trapped in crystalline 
solids [K. Itoh, H. Hayashi, and S. Nagakura, ibid. ,  17, 561 (1969)l 
and glasses [S. I. Weissman and N. Hirota, J .  Amer. Chem. Soc., 
86, 2538 (1964)l and measurements of spin exchange rates between 
radicals in solution [W. Plachy and D. Kivelson, J .  Chem. Phys., 47, 
3312 (1967)l indicate that the exchange interaction may be com- 
parable to the hyperfine interaction at  distances of the order of a 
molecular diameter. 

(22) A. M. North, “Collision Theory of Chemical Reactions in 
Liquids,” Methuen, London, 1964. 

(23) The time dependence of J plays an explicit and central role 
in the modification of the radical pair model put forward by H .  
Fischer4 and S. Glarum [Symposium on CIDNP, Houston, Tex., 
Feb 24-25, 19701. They assume large changes in J during the life- 
time of an encounter pair while the theory discussed here assumes 
that after an initial large change these changes are small and distrib- 
uted about a time-independent mean value. Since J ,  and especially 
its time dependence, are so poorly understood a t  present, it  is perhaps 
not surprising that they can be manipulated t o  make either model 
predict enhancements of the correct order of magnitude. F. J. 
Adrian [ J .  Chem. Phys., 53, 3374 (1970)l has recently questioned the 
physical basis of the Fischer-Glarum modification of the radical-pair 
model. 

scavenged or pair up with radicals from other encoun- 
ters. Given the radical concentrations and scavenging 
rates in typical systems the original pair can be consid- 
ered to exist for 100-1000 diffusive steps, ie., for lov9- 
10-lo S ~ C . ~ ~  

Since a time-dependent term in X of the above type 
is very difficult to handle, the assumption has been 
made3 that J ( t )  is a step function, dropping instantly 
from a value for a typical bond (3-5 eT’) t o  a time-inde- 
pendent value comparable to or smaller than the hyper- 
fine interaction. This approximation is shown by the 
dotted line in Figure 3. The solution of eq 6 with time- 
independent X then becomes a straightforward prob- 
lem.2-5p25 It is thus found6 that in the limit where Ho 
is much larger than J and the hyperfine splittings (Le., 
greater than several hundred gauss) , the probability, 
p s n ( t ) ,  of finding the pair in the singlet electronic state 
and nuclear spin state n is given by 

p s n ( t )  = ~ ~ ~ ( 0 )  - ( 6 , 2 / ~ n 2 )  [psn(0) - 4 0 )  1 sin2 w,t (9) 
wherepsn(0) and p t n ( 0 )  are the probabilities that the 
pair in riuclear state n ‘was in the singlet or txiplet TO 
state, respectively, at  t = 0, 6, = (‘/z) [we(gl - g2)/2 + 
and m N  is the magnetic quantum number for the Nth 
nucleus. 

Equation 9 says that the singlet probability of a radi- 
cal pair oscillates in time (as in the classical model]) with 
a frequency which depends on both the exchange inter- 
action and the nuclear-spin-dependent mixing coefi- 
cient, 6,. The amplitude of oscillation also depends on 
these quantities but, in addition, is proportional to the 
difference in initial populations of the singlet and triplet 
states. In fact, no So-To mixing will occur in a pair 
born with equal probabilities of occupation of these 
states. The maximum amplitude of mixing vvill occur 
when J is zero and when the pair is initially in either 
the pure So or To states. We will assume the former 
condition to  hold for illustrative purposes inasmuch as 
it gives an upper limit to the rate of the So-To mixing. 
The initial probabilities will depend on the circum- 
stances of pair formation. 

Three sets of initial probabilities would be expected 
to be important. 

Singlet born pairs 

z ( A ~ N  - A ~ N ) w z N I ,  W e  = 20f i -1~0,  (3, = ( ~ 2  +. 

Triplet born pairs 

Random encounter pairs 

(24) R. M. Noyes, J .  Amer. Chem. Soc., 77, 2042 (1955). 
(25) D. Bohm, “Quantum Theory,” Prentice-Hall, Englewood 

Cliffs, N. J., 1951, p 507. 
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Radical-Pair Reaction Efficiencies. A radical pair, 
P, formed at  t = 0 either from a reactant or by a dif- 
fusive encounter of free radicals, will eventually 
disappear by a combination of diffusive separation and 
chemical reaction. The following expressions for the 
efficiency of combination, +cnn, are derived5 assuming 
(a) the high-field limit, (b) negligible exchange inter- 
action, (c) predominant destruction of radical pairs by 
diffusion rather than reaction, and (d) a frequency of 
So-To mixing, 6,, which is less than the rate constant, 
r-l, for diffusive separation. as is the cage effect for 
a pair which remains in a pure singlet state indefinitely. 

Singlet born pairs 

+Cn,n as[ l  - 26,2721 (114 

Triplet born pairs 

& p n  N - + (2/3)as&?72 (1lb) 

Random encounter pairs 

4 c n , n  Gi ( 4 4 )  [l + 2as6,2721 (1lc) 

Inspection of eq 11 gives rise to the following qualita- 
tive observations regarding the relative magnitudes of 
the nuclear-spin-dependent parts of +cn,n for the three 
types of initially formed pairs. 

Tho nuclear-spin-dependent parts of + c % * ~  for 
singlet and triplet or random born pairs are always of 
opposite sign. Thus, products from singlet born pairs 
will have signs of enhancement opposite to those from 
triplet or random born pairs. 

The nuclear spin dependence in all three cases, 
and therefore the nmr enhancement, decreases with 
decreasing cage effect. Although eq 11 do not show it, 
the nuclear spin dependence also vanishes for singlet 
horn pairs as as approaches unity. I n  contrast, as 
long as 6, << 7-l, the nuclear spin dependence for 
triplet or random pairs increases continuously with 
increasing US.  In  the presence of strong singlet-triplet 
mixing, however, the nuclear spin dependence vanishes 
for all three cases as as tends to 1. In  this case every 
radical pair reacts, regardless of its nuclear spin state. 

The nuclear spin dependence for random en- 
counter pairs decreases as the square of as, in contrast 
t o  a first-power dependence on US for singlet or triplet 
born pairs. Qualitatively,' this is a consequence of the 
necessity that reaction occur in order to destroy some 
singlet pairs and allow So-To mixing to occur. Note, 
however, from eq 5a, that in the case where radicals are 
lost predominantly by recombination this may be 
compensated by the increased concentration of free 
radicals available for random encounters. In  fact, 
in the case where independently generated radicals 
disappear only by diffusive encounters, the enhancement 
in a combination product should be equal and opposite 
to that produced in an equivalent singlet born geminate 
pair. This leads to the interesting prediction (from 

(1) 

( 2 )  

(3) 

Figure 4. Energy levels, transitions, and mixing coefficients, Bn, 
for a methyl group which resided in a radical intermediate with 
g-factor gl, hyperfine splitting R c H ~ ,  paired up with a structureless 
radical with g-factor g2. The total nuclear magnetic quantum 
number for the three protons is indicated for each level on the 
left. Numbers to the left of the downward arrows are the de- 
generacies of each transition. 

eq l l a ,  l lc ,  4a, and 5a) that no enhancement should 
be observed from reactions involving identical radical 
fragments when no scavenging processes are available. 
This is in accord with the failure to observe CIDNP 
from reaction 1226 unless a scavenger, such as an olefin 
n-CeHsBr + n-GHoLi + 

(12) 1-butene + n-butane + n-octane 

or alkyne, is present. 

IV. Calculation of Nmr Intensities 
In  this section we attempt to bring together the ideas 

and formulas presented in the previous sections by 
applying the radical-pair model to a specific example. 
We consider the eahancement expected from l,l,l- 
trichloroethane produced in example A of Figure 1 (eq 
13). Since this is a combination product arising from 
CH&02COnCCla + [CHs. .CC13] + CHaCCIa (13) 

a geminate pair, we expect the kinetic behavior dc- 
scribed by eq 4a for each nmr transition. The eight 
nuclear spin states for the three equivalent protons in 
the methyl group are shown in Figure 4. In  calculating 
the reaction efficiencies, +cnln, for each level from eq l l a  
we adopt a convention that the methyl group contains 
electron 1. The quantity F n 2  is then computed for 
each state. Note that the m C H ,  = levels are 
triply degenerate because of the magnetic equivalence 
of the protons in this example, Also indicated in Fig- 
ure 4 are the number of single spin-flip transitions be- 
tween each set of levels. In  this example all 12 transi- 
tions occur a t  the same field position. In  this repre- 
sentation each transition probability, I (nl1,jm) I 2, has 
the value6 Ignoring the contribution to the spec- 
trum from the unpolarized product, we then have, from 
eq 1, for the observed intensity, I ~ H , ( H ~ ) ,  of the nmr 
line 

(26) H. R. Ward and R. G. Lawler, J .  Amer. Chem. SOC., 89, 5518 
(1967) I 
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I c ~ a ( H o )  = + 1/2 + 6Il/, -*. - 1/2 + 31-1,~~ + - a l l  = 

-(3//2)C9(Ho)(IcR/T1~~a-')USA~Ha~e(gl - g2)r2R (14) 

The instrumental constant, C, the shape function, 
g(Ho),  and the concentration, R, of one spin state in the 
acyl peroxide reactant may be approximately deter- 
mined in this example because the intensity, I R ( H ~ ' ) ,  of 
the reactant line is simultaneously observed during the 
reaction (Figure 1 of ref 1). That is, 

IR(Ho') = 3Cg(Ho') (2poa)  (15) 
where po  = 5 X 

One can now either substitute a value for each quan- 
tity on the right-hand side of eq 14 and calculate the 
intensity or use the observed intensity to determine one 
of these quantities. Since we know the relative inten- 
sities of product and reactant spectra in this example, 
we will use them to calculate a value of r ,  the least well- 
known quantity in eq 14. From the spectrum we know 
that ( I c H ~ / I R )  = -0.6, and it has been independently 
determinedI3 that (kR/T1CH3-') E I O F 3  and US ~2 ($IC) 

= 0.15. Furthermore, from esr experiments it is known 
that A C H ~  = -4.0 X lo8 radians/sec27 and that27s28 
g C H 3  - gccls = -0.0065. In  the field of a 60-MHz 
nmr spectrometer ue = 2.5 X 10" radians/sec. We 
thus obtain a value for the "cage lifetime," 7, of 3 X 
10-lo sec, which is quite reasonable.22 It should be 
recalled, however, that this estimate is based on the 
possibly unrealistic assumption that the exchange inter- 
action is zero during most of the cage lifetime and that 
pairs react only by spin-dependent pathways. This 
value of r is therefore a lower limit since exchange 
coupling or alternative pathways for reaction would re- 
quire that the pair remain together for a longer time to 
produce the observed enhancement. 

An alternative way of expressing the experimental 
results is in terms of the enhancement factor, V C H ~  (eq 
16). This is an ambiguous measure of enhancement, 

V C H ~  = (ICH~/~CH:) - 1 (16) 

is the thermal polarization. 

however, because it is time dependent. For a slow 
reaction ( k ~  << TICH~-~),  I C H ~  varies only slowly with 
time while ITCH:, the intensity of product with thermal 
polarization, increases linearly with time during the 
early stages of the reaction. Consequently V C H ~  de- 
creases steadily as time goes on. V C H ~  may, however, 
be estimated by calculating what it would be after a 
time TIcHa. I n  the present example an amount of CH3- 
CC13 corresponding to ($C)IGRTCH~ = 0.015% of the 
starting material would have been formed in this length 
of time. Since (IcH,/IR) = -0.6, this corresponds to a 
minimum enhancement factor of approximately - 4000. 
Clearly, however, a reliable value of V depends strongly 
on good quantitative understanding of the kinetics of 
the reactions and relaxation times. 

We could go through a similar analysis for the scav- 

(27) R. W. Fessenden and R. H. Sohuler, J .  Chem. Phgs., 39, 2147 
(1963). 

(28) A .  Hudson and H. A. Hussain, Mol. Phgs., 16, 199 (1969). 

enging product, C&I, in this example, but eq 4a,b show 
that there is a simple reciprocal relationship between 
the combination and scavenging enhancements when 
nuclear relaxation in the free radical is negligible and 
the spin-lattice relaxation times in the two products 
are the same, as they appear to be in the present case. 

V. Some General Considerations Regarding 
Absolute and Relative Nmr Enhancements 

The first thing to note is that  the steady-state rela- 
tive populations in eq 4a through 5b are all of form 17, 

(N" - N") - (No" - No") = 

K(4cnrn - 4c"")R (17) 

where K is a function of several kinetic constants and 
R is the population of a single nuclear spin level in the 
reactant. If there are 1 such levels 

R = [reactant]/l (18) 
The population difference for a transition, corrected 
for contributions, No, from thermal polarization, is 
then simply proportional to the difference in cage re- 
action efficiencies for the two levels. In  the high-field, 
low J ,  and small as limits these are given by eq lla-c. 
Therefore, the intensity of a transition between two 
levels labeled with the same nuclear spin quantum num- 
bers in the pair and product will be 

I,, = Anm(6n2 - 6 m ) r2 + InmO (19) 

where A,, is a product of quantities from eq 1 ,4 ,  5, and 
11. For the example in the previous section 

Anm = - C/  (niI,Im) 1 'grim (Ho) (h/ Tic-') ( 2 ~ s )  R (20) 
First-Order Intensities. I n  multiple spin systems 

where all nuclei in a product are not equivalent one 
frequently observes enhancement in which lines on 
opposite sides of the center of a spin-spin multiplet 
have oppositely signed enhancement. To explain this 
so-called "multiplet effect"' we consider the case where 
a set of equivalent nuclei, A, reside on the fragment con- 
taining electron 1 and become coupled in the product 
to another set of equivalent nuclei, B, which may be on 
either fragment 1 or 2 in the radical pair. A first-order 
transition of A which would normally absorb radiation is 
one in which m A  changes to m A  - 1 and m B  is unaffected. 
Substituting for 6, for these two levels we obtain eq 21, 

I m ,  -+m,-1 = (l /Z)AnA-,mp,-lAA[u,(gl - g!Z)/2 * 
A B m B  + A A ( m . 4  - ( ' / 2 ) ) 1  (21) 

where the plus and minus signs before the second term 
inside the brackets refer to B on fragments 1 or 2, 
respectively. If B were absent, eq 21 would give the 
intensity of one of the 12 transitions for the example 
in eq 14. The third term vanishes when one sums over 
all of the A transitions. 

The first term in eq 21 gives rise to net polarization, 
as in example A, with a sign which depends on the 
signs of both A A  and gl - g2. The multiplet effect 
originates in the second term, since each line of an A 
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Table Ia 
Contributions to the Sign of the Enhancement of a Line Arising 
from a Set of Equivalent Nuclei, A ,  on Fragment 1, Which May 

Be Coupled to Another Set of Equivalent Nuclei, B 

Type of precursor Type of product Sign of AA 

Singlet ( - )  Combination (+ ) A A  > 0 (+) 
Triplet or ran- 

dom (+I Scavenged ( -  ) A A  < 0 ( - )  

Net 
polarization ------ Multiplet effect--- - 

Location 
Sign of g of B Sign of AB Sign of J N  Position of line 

g l > g z ( + )  O n l ( + )  A B > O ( + )  J N > O ( + )  Highf ie ld(+)  
g l < g Z ( - )  O n 2 ( - )  A B < O ( - )  J N < O ( - )  Lowfield ( - )  

Examples (positions of signs correspond to  table entries) 
CHaCOzCOzCCla + [CHI. . CCla] + CH3CC13 

(-1 (+) ( - )  
( - )  

Predict emission 

CH3CHzI + C H ~ C H Z L ~  + [2CH&Hz.] ----f 
RI 

CH3CHz. --+ CH3CH21 (low field side 
(- ) of multiplet) (-1 

(+) 
(+ 1 ( -  1 (+ 1 ( -1  

Predict absorption 
(1 The  sign of the enhancement is found by  algebraically mul- 

tiplying the signs of each contribution. 

multiplet corresponds to a different value of m B .  

Equation 21 thus shows that the enhancement of a 
multiplet line is proportional to m B  and has a sign 
which depends both on the relative signs of A A  and 
A B  and on the sign of m B  itself. Proper assignment of 
mB to lines in a multiplet requires, in turn, that the 
sign of J N ,  the nuclear spin-spin coupling, be known. 
For this purpose it is convenient to remember that 
if J S  is positive the lotu-$eld l ines in a multiplet have 
negative m values. 

From the above we see that there are several factors 
(eight in all) which determine whether a given line in 
a spectrum is positively or negatively enhanced. These 
factors and the contributions they make to the sign of 
the enhancement are tabulated in Table I. A some- 
what more explicit table of this type and additional 
examples of its use are given in the accompanying 
Account. 

Relative Intensities in the Multiplet Effect. I n  the 
limit where gl = gz, for example, in reaction 22,l eq 21 

CH3CH2Li + C H ~ C H Z I  ----f [BCHICHZ.~ + 
RI 

CHgCHz. + CH3CHJ (22) 

makes possible a simple rule for calculating the first- 
order relative intensities of lines arising from two 
coupled sets of protons: 

(23) 
I A , r e l  = I o A , r e l m B  

I ~ , r e i  = I O B  , r e i m A  

where /OA,rel and I ' B , ~ ~ ~  are the relative intensities of 
the lines in the unenhanced spectrum, which will 
normally be multiples of the binomial coefficients. For 

example, in the first-order spectrum of ethyl iodide 
the quantum numbers for the seven multiplet lines 
listed from low field to high are mcH8 = -3 /z ,  

+'/z, +3/2; mcH, = -1, 0, +1, and the normal 
relative intensities of these lines are 2, 6, 6, 2; 6, 12, 6. 
Equation 23 then predicts enhanced relative intensities 
of -3, -3, +3, +3; -6, 0, +6. The relative in- 
tensities within a single multiplet are the same as 
those derived empirically by L e ~ l e y . ~ ~  The absolute 
signs are, of course, arbitrary and the actual enhance- 
ment will depend on the factors in Table I. Comparison 
with Figure 2 of ref 1 shows that the experimentally 
observed intensity ratios are only in qualitative agree- 
ment with the predicted ratios. Factors which can 
account for these discrepancies, which we have already 
warned about in the previous sections, include varia- 
tion of reaction rate in different parts of the spectrum 
during this fast reaction, unequal rates of spin-lattice 
relaxation for different lines, overlap with unpolarized 
product (reactant in this case), and contributions from 
non-first-order transitions. The linearity in an2 of 
eq lla-c is also an oversimplification2-5~z3 which 
breaks down in some ~ a s e s . ~ ~ ~ ~ '  

VI. Other Implications of the Radical-Pair Model 
There are several effects, as yet little explored, which 

are related to the model presented here. Investigations 
have only just begun into the effects expected31b and 
observed31 when reactions are run in low fields and 
spectra are recorded in high fields. Like\vise, the 
phenomenon of chemically induced electyon polariza- 
tion is almost certainly related to radical-pair inter- 
actions, but relatively few experimental data27832 are 
presently available and the theoretical prob- 
Iems3*4b~3zf 333 associated with the effects have not yet 
been satisfactorily solved. Similarly, the potential 
consequences of the magnetic interactions in radical 
pairs described here for chemical reactions run under 
normal conditions have as yet received little attention.34 
These areas constitute a rich source of second-genera- 
tion experiments which are sure to shed much addi- 
tional light on the phenomenon of CIDKP as well as 
on the whole area of free-radical physics and chemistry. 

(29) A. R. Lepley, J .  Amer. Chem. Soc., 91, 749 (1969). 
(30) M .  Lehnig and H. Fischer, 2. iVaturforsch. A ,  25, 1963 

(1970). 
(31) (a) H. R.  Ward, R. G. Lawler, H. Y. Loken, and It. A .  

Cooper, J .  Amer. Chem. Soc., 91,4928 (1969); (b) ,J. F. Garst, It. H.  
Cox, J. T. Barbas, R. D. Roberts, J. I. Morris, and R. C. llorrison, 
ib id . ,  92, 5761 (1970). 

(32) (a) B.  Smaller, J. R. Remko, and E. C. Avery, J .  Chem. 
Phys., 48, 5174 (1968) ; (b) S. H. Glarum and J. H. Marshall, ibid., 
52, 5555 (1970); (c) H. Paul and H. Fischer, Z.  Naturforsch. A,  25, 
443 (1970); (d) P. W. Atkins, I. C. Buchanan, R .  C. Gurd, K. A. 
McLauchlan, and A. F. Simpson, Chem. Commun., 513 (1970); 
(e) R. Livingston and H. Zeldes, J .  Chem. Phys., 53, 1406 (1970); 
(f) P. W. Atkins, R. C. Gurd, K. A. McLauchlan, and A.  F. Simpson, 
Chem. Phys. Lett., 8 ,  55 (1971). 

(33) F. J. Adrian, paper presented at  Second Symposium on Elec- 
tron Spin Resonance in Chemistry, Athens, Ga., Dec 6-9, 1970. 

(34) R .  G. Lawler, paper presented at  International Colloquium on 
CIDXP and Its Impact on the Study of Reaction Mechanisms, 
Brussels, Belgium, March 18-19, 1971. 
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The facile interconversions which occur among related 
cyclobutane, cyclopropane, and open-chain structures 
via carbonium ion intermediates have been extensively 
studied. Analogous rearrangements of small-ring com- 
pounds via carbenes or free radicals are well known, but 
not so widely e~p lo red . l -~  A type of cyclobutane ring 
contraction which does not involve a carbonium ion is 
the base-induced skeletal rearrangement of a-haloge- 
nated cyclobutanones into cyclopropanecarboxylic acid 
derivatives. Such ring contractions and related re- 
arrangements are the subject of this Account. 

u=Halo- and a-Tosyloxycyelobutanones and 
Nucleophilic Reagents 

In  ihe presence of nucleophilic reagents such as hy- 
droxides, alkoxides, or amines, a-halogenated ketones 
undergo skeletal rearrangement into carboxylic acid 
salts, esters, or amides, respectively. This reaction was 

x o  RI 0 
B -  I I1 

RI-&-&-R, --+ R2-C-C-B + X- 
I 

Rs 
I 

R2 

discovered by Favorskii in 18944 and showed itself rap- 
idly to be general for a-halocycloalkanones in rings of 
from six to ten carbon atomse6 The fact that a-halo- 
cyclopentanone fails to undergo the reaction is perhaps 
responsible for the long reluctance to attempt such 
a reaction with smaller rings : i.e., a-halocyclobuta- 
nones. However, a-bromocyclobutanone (la) was re- 
cently reported t o  rearrange with high yield and stereo- 
specificity.6 

Mono-, di- and trihalo ketones generally undergo this 
rearrangement. The reaction has proven to be a reli- 
able and important route to derivatives of highly 
branched acyclic carboxylic acids, to various l-substi- 

Jean M .  Conia obtained his Ph.D. under Professor G .  Vavon at the 
Ecole Normale Supbrieure. He started his career at the Centre National 
de la Recherche Scientifique in Paris and then went to the University of 
Caen where he became full professor in 1960. He transferred to the 
University of Paris-Sud (Orsay) in 1970. His  main interests now 
center around the chemistry of small ring compounds and the thermal 
cyclization of unsaturated carbonyl compounds. 

Jacques Salaun obtained his Ph.D. in 1967 under the direction of 
Professor C o n k ,  and continues to work with him. 

la, X- Br 2 3 
b, X- C1 
c, X = OTs 

tuted cycloalkanecarboxylic acids, and for the contrac- 
tion of specific rings in mono- or polycyclic and steroid 
 system^.^ 

A survey of the literature reveals that the choice of 
base and solvent can profoundly affect the yield of re- 
arranged products. Correlations have been established 
between the nature of the base and the products of the 
 reaction.'^^ Thus, the reaction of a nucleophilic re- 
agent with an a-halo ketone can lead to substitution 
product, a-ethylenic ketone, epoxide, hydroxy ketal, 
saturated ketone, and/or rearranged acid derivatives. 
The product of the reaction can be often predicted as a 
function of the type of nucleophile. 

From 2-bromocyclobutanone (la), rather specific re- 
actions lead either to ring contraction product 2 or to 
substitution product 3 (see Table 16s9). Reaction con- 
ditions which usually lead to an elimination product 
(dehydrohalogenation) did not give the expected cyclo- 
but enone .” 

The facility and specificity of this rearrangement, par- 
ticularly with water itself, open a way to the synthesis 
of three-membered rings from four-membered systems 
(vide in f ra )  which is just as useful as the interconversion 
of related cyclobutyl, cyclopropylcarbinyl, and homo- 
allyl derivatives via carbonium ion reactions. lo 
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